Characterization of Interactions between Curcumin and Different Types of Lipid Bilayers by Molecular Dynamics Simulation.
Curcumin (CUR) is a natural food ingredient with known ability to target microbial cell membrane. In this study, the interactions of CUR with different types of model lipid bilayers (POPE, POPG, POPC, DOPC, and DPPE), mixtures of model lipid bilayers (POPE/POPG), and biological membrane mimics (Escherichia coli and yeast) were investigated by all-atom explicit solvent molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. CUR readily inserts into different types of model lipid bilayer systems in the liquid crystalline state, staying in the lipid tails region near the interface of lipid head and lipid tail. Parallel orientation to the membrane surface is found to be more probable than perpendicular for CUR, as indicated by the tilt angle distribution. This orientation preference is less significant as the fraction of POPE is increased in the system, likely due to the better water solvation of perpendicular orientation in the POPE bilayer. In E. coli and yeast bilayers, tilt angle distributions were similar to that for POPE/POPG mixed bilayer, with water hydration number around CUR for the former being higher. Insertion of CUR resulted in membrane thinning. The results from these simulations provide insights into the possible differences in membrane disrupting activity of CUR against different types of microorganisms.